Electronics Restoration- Comes to you with full on- site mobile capabilities
Why are insurance adjusters looking for these pros – instead of the other way
around? The nation’s premier commercial and industrial experts for electronics
restoration, equipment recovery and IT system recovery.
Electro-Mechanical Recertifiers, Inc. (ER Inc.) is one of the most highly respected
technical restoration contractors in the U.S. and the world. Most adjusters refer to
them simply as, “ER,” (as in “Emergency Room, as in the first stop at the hospital
where you go to get fixed after something happens.”) Omegasonics is the
ultrasonic leader that adjusters are asking for by name. When these two
restoration titans combined forces, the industry had never seen anything like it.
ER specializes in the total recovery of electro-mechanical and specialty systems,
as well as bio-medical equipment, AV production equipment, food processing,
laboratory equipment, material
handling systems, all machinery
types, communication systems
and IT/computers – from
mitigation through the complete
restoration
process.
AS
PREMEIR
ELECTRONICS
RESTORATION
PROFESSIONALS they restore
water, fire and smoke damaged
computers, hospital electronics
(bio-medical equipment, phone
and
data
communications
devices, even machinery and
equipment of all types. Most
equipment types have numerous substrates – steel, stainless, iron, aluminum,
plastic – nothing has proven too tough for these pros.
When ER Inc. designed and built their mobile lab to restore electronics and
equipment they chose Omegasonics because of their reputation. Being used by
Los Alamos Labs, the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Tank Core, Pepsi® and Miller
Brewing®, and hundreds of restoration companies to restore everything from
hard drives to cell phones, and from big screen TVs to fine china the choice was
simple.
This is the same process used by CB manufacturers after they build boards to
de-flux and remove soldering smoke residues and contaminates so treatment
and decontamination of most fragile computer chips, delicate wiring and

water/soot drenched circuit boards
are exactly what Omegasonics
Restoration Pro system does best.
State of the art cleaning system
coupled
with
processional
technicians and their proven
processes is the key to a great
Electronics
Restoration
and
Recovery experience.

With the traveling Omegasonics systems in their mobile disaster recovery lab
that they are able to respond to single loss and CAT loss events throughout the
continental U.S. – now they bring their awesome technologies to the front lines
with the mobile lab capabilities.
Another trade secret of ER is committed to working along with manufactures
representatives, OEM’s, certified service providers and repair centers to
establishing protocols and operating parameters for acceptance testing to reach
recertification level.
When a major corporation has been the victim of a fire, flood or other disaster
and their computers, communications array, audio/visual displays and electronic
data storage is at immediate risk – the entire company is often in real jeopardy
and they apply immense pressure on the insurance agents and adjusters to get
their company back up and running. Full recovery is our standard. Cost effective
and quickest path to recovery is the goal. On time and on budget is expected.
Expert jobs like these require the right training and technology to show the client
results and a job well done.
If you need assistance, contact Omegasonics and ask them to tell you more
about what they do with ER that makes the adjusters and insured’s come looking
for them – instead of the other way around. To contact ER Inc. 7/24/365 call
them at 877-378-4183 or email at info@er-emergency.com anytime for
assistance.

